KIDS AUDIO TOUR

START
1. FACTORY LIFE
   First Gallery

2. LIFE IN THE PAST
   Birth Room

3. CULTURAL EXCHANGES
   Top Floor

4. MARY'S RING
   Yellow Gallery

5. TWISTED TUSK
   Yellow Gallery

6. POISON PLANT
   Blue Gallery

7. HIDDEN WRITING
   Red Gallery

8. MVULA TREE
   Final Gallery

9. ARM BONE
   Final Gallery

END

Acorn of David Livingstone
Arm bone that shows the damage

Basket for Good

Heartbroke Husband

Art Fund
KIDS AUDIO TOUR

SCAN THE QR CODE BELOW TO LISTEN TO OUR AUDIO TRAIL FOR KIDS

Listen to pupils from David Livingstone Memorial Primary pick out objects and stories that interest them as you explore the museum.

You can listen on your phone with headphones, or pick up a tablet and headphones from reception. Please drop them back off at reception at the end of your visit.

SCAN HERE FOR AUDIO CLIPS

Or visit: www.david-livingstone-birthplace.org/audio-tour-for-children

This tour was made by the David Livingstone Birthplace (DLB) Learning Team as part of our Future Careers with DLB Museum project. With thanks to partners Museums Galleries Scotland and Developing the Young Workforce.

If you would like to learn more about how this project aims to share heritage skills and behind the scenes access to the museum with local schools. Please contact learning@dltrust.co.uk.

A special thank you to Mr Burns’ Primary 7 for their help in making the tour!

If you enjoyed this audio tour, please share your thoughts with us on our socials:

@DLivingstoneBP
David Livingstone Birthplace
@DavidLivingstoneBirthplace
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